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This work involves, at first, an extensive tour of the police structure of our country, traveling as well, to the story of police in Spain from its beginnings to the present.

In this study, after setting concepts such as public order, public safety and public security, which is inevitable know to understand the security structure of a country, it has made a detailed study of existing current legislation for, then reel off one by one the three steps of our police system: state, with the bodies of National Police, Civil Guard and Special Police calls; the regional level, with the Mossos d’Esquadra, the Policía Foral and the Ertzaintza, and the units assigned the National Police; finally, the Cinderella of our bodies and security forces: the local police.

Using a comparative analysis by the police structures in different countries of the European Union and the arrangements involving Interpol and Europol, it has set a new policing model for Spain, taking into account the new challenges posed to internal security the new actors in the criminal scene, as Islamic terrorism, organized crime and such burning issues as corruption, Its opens to Spain a new phase with a more effective and efficient police structure, act as a perfect gear on illegal and situations that undermine the security of citizens.

If we understand science as an organized knowledge, we must also consider that the facts of science rarely constitute a final truth and that, in almost all cases, subject to amendments by further research. This is what we want it to mean this work: one more step in the evolution of the internal security system of our country, our security system undergoing a historical study as both legal and social.
This work, in their desire to assume an open door that allows us to improve our system of internal security, has passed a rigorous way, the different stages involving scientific research, following the initial approach that motivated this work. A first observation phase in which not only were read legal texts: in addition to the scarce academic literature on the subject, has been carried out in situ analysis methods, media, staff and others, they are part of the various security in Spain.

As a result, there were new hypotheses, questions and lines of thought that led us to a phase intended to meet those issues that emerged and has needed, for our part, a new analysis of data already obtained and a search for new horizons that have finish the series of conclusions that appear at the end of this paper. All this from a descriptive approach and application to enable the use of the final conclusions are offered as solutions to the phenomenon of crime in our country and interrelationships, and in a perfect triangle, between society - crime - police. We have relied for their development, both primary and secondary sources. As primary sources, we have relied on the legislation, being the basis of the legislation used the Spanish Constitution of 1978 and the Law of Security Forces, Law 2/1986 of 13 March. Among the primary sources, in addition to compliance with the various news collected in the print media, we would like to give special importance to the various interviews with officers and agents of the various security forces, both state and local, especially relevant for its direct knowledge of the situation of the crime that we find in our country.

As secondary sources, will be listed in the bibliography of this study, a limited number of works that refer to the various points that is divided this study, and we say as limited, despite the importance that we believe have and must have internal security, there is a large literature on the subject.

About the structure of the present, in order to guide the reader what you will find at every step, the work has seven chapters in addition to this we can
call Introductory title, Chapter I, and can not be otherwise, the budget under study Chapter II give way in which the historical background and the regulatory framework for safety in our country are set.

Closed the legal part of this work, we find the Chapter III where a comprehensive study is conducted compared with the police in the network security in a number of countries in the European sphere, with particular interest the police structures of Germany, the United Kingdom, France and Italy, following then a study of coordination and cooperation between bodies at national and international level with special attention to Schengen, Interpol and Europol framework, European and global level.

Closed model dedicated to policing model in Comparative Law, it joins a number of titles, under Chapter IV dedicated to different police steps that exist in Spain: Chapter III focuses on state bodies, Police and National Guard civil as well as a reference to the evolution of the "unified command" in recent years and a small note on the various "special" bodies operating in Spain; also make a tour of the Autonomous Police: Mossos d’Esquadra, Policía Foral de Navarra and Policía Autónoma Vasca, in addition to the units attached National Police in different autonomous communities, devoting the last title of this group to the Local Police.

Our work ends with a fifth chapter that a new police model for Spain is developed, as noted, more efficient and competitive, and a series of simple conclusions that will hopefully bring light and broaden the horizons for safety inside and, with them, to get a more effective and efficient police, both in resources and police actions, all of which result in a benefit for the whole community.